* Hash and weed smoking by young people continues to be a problem for parents, teachers and youth workers.

* Associated with this issue is the added problem of intimidation due to monies owed for drugs used/lost or given on tic.

* Anti-social behaviour is taking place on the MUGA and sometimes goes on all night

* Syringes have been found under flyover bridge during clean up

* NYP- concerns expressed re Garda response prior to recent murder – NYP to speak to Gardaí privately after meeting

* Horses and Motorbikes continue to be an issue in Whitechapel. Horses have not been reported in a while but Motorbike riding is on the increase.

* There can be anything from 1 to 3 bikes with young people about as young as 12 or 13 riding with no crash helmets on. These young people are a danger to themselves and others in the estate.

* Names of those involved to be passed to Council and Gardaí following meeting